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by small sizes or the lack of control groups. Furthermore, most 
have relied on selective sleep stage deprivation or on total sleep 
deprivation, which do not mimic the kind of sleep disturbance 
found in clinical populations such as patients with RA who 
typically show loss of sleep during part of the night or sleep 
fragmentation.3 For example, 2 studies found that uncontrolled 
selective slow-wave sleep deprivation decreased mechanical 
pain thresh olds,9,10 whereas rapid eye movement (REM) sleep 
deprivation was found to increase thermal pain sensitivity,12 
although another study failed to find an effect of REM sleep 
deprivation on pain threshold responses.13 In contrast, 3 stud-
ies reported that total sleep deprivation led to hyperalgesia or 
enhanced responsivity to painful stimuli, with evidence of a 
dose-response effect when total sleep deprivation occurs over 
2 nights.8,11,13 Recently, Smith et al.14 found that disturbances of 
sleep continuity, as opposed to total sleep restriction, increase 
spontaneous pain in healthy females.

In this study, an experimental model of partial night sleep 
deprivation (PSD), a ubiquitous sleep disruption pattern, was 
used to activate self-reported symptoms of pain and to deter-
mine whether sleep loss induces a differential increase in symp-
toms of self-reported pain in patients with RA in comparison 
with healthy control patients, taking into account subjective 
sleep quality and objective measures of sleep fragmentation. 
Additionally, sleep loss is hypothesized to contribute to dis-
ease activity and functional impairments in this clinical pop-
ulation; hence, joint pain was evaluated in patients with RA 
using guidelines created by the American College of Rheuma-

INTRODUCTION
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an inflammatory autoimmune 

disorder that is characterized by joint pain and swelling.1 In ad-
dition, more than half of patients with RA report sleep distur-
bance (e.g., sleep fragmentation),2,3 a rate of prevalence that is 
2 to 3 times greater than that found in the general population. 
Cross-sectional studies have found that sleep disturbance cor-
relates with greater pain and disease activity,4,5 and it is often 
thought that difficulties with sleep are due to RA-related pain. 
Indeed, poly somnographic studies have confirmed that chronic 
pain is associated with poor sleep continuity and reduced total 
sleep time in other populations.6 However, sleep disturbance and 
pain may be bidirectionally related, and it is also hypothesized 
that sleep disturbance might drive RA-related pain. No study has 
experimentally evaluated whether sleep loss alters joint pain in 
RA, a cardinal symptom that is key to the evaluation of clinical 
improvement and/or disability in this clinical population.7

In healthy volunteers, there is limited evidence that sleep 
loss influences pain reporting,8-13 with studies either constrained 
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and 07:30 prior to study entry; none were using sedative-hyp-
notic medications for sleep.

Procedures
After completion of screening and eligibility assessments, 

subjects spent 4 nights in the GCRC: adaptation, baseline, PSD, 
and recovery. The adaptation night served to acclimate subjects 
to the recording environment and to screen for sleep apnea (> 15 
desaturation events per hour) and/or nocturnal myoclonus (> 10 
movement-related, 3-sec arousals per hour);17 subjects with 
sleep apnea and/or nocturnal myoclonus were excluded. Dur-
ing baseline and recovery nights, uninterrupted sleep occurred 
between 23:00 and 07:00 hr, whereas during early- night PSD, 
subjects were awake between 23:00 and 03:00 hr, with sleep 
occurring between 03:00 and 07:00 hr. Throughout the night, 
polysomnography was performed with ambient light less than 
50 lux. Objective measures of sleep continuity at baseline and 
during the sleep interval (i.e., after PSD and prior to the morning 
assessment) were obtained by polysomonography; a separate re-
port will more comprehensively examine RA-specific clinical 
factors associated with polysomnographic sleep at baseline and 
in response to PSD in patients with RA compared with control 
subjects. During the days after baseline and PSD nights, mea-
sures of mood symptoms and pain perception were repeatedly 
obtained. In the patients with RA only, clinician-rated joint 
counts were measured at 08:00 hr after baseline, PSD, and re-
covery nights. Patients were monitored by GCRC nursing staff 
with routine checks every 15 min to prevent napping behavior.

Measures
Severity of sleep disturbance at baseline was evaluated by 

the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), a widely used, 
self-report questionnaire that measures sleep disturbances.18,19 
Objective measures of sleep continuity (i.e., total sleep time, 
sleep latency, wake after sleep onset, sleep efficiency) were ob-
tained by all-night polysomnography using methods previously 
reported.20 The Profile of Mood States21 evaluated changes in 
fatigue, depression, and anxiety. To evaluate changes in subjec-
tive pain perception, the McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ) was 
used22; the MPQ provides a sum of the ranked values associ-
ated with adjectives depicting the severity of pain22 and shows 
good reliability (0.78) and also correlates moderately with phy-
sician assessment of disease activity (r = 0.44) and patient as-
sessment of disease activity (r = 0.68) in patients with RA. In 
these patients, a 5-point visual analog scale was also used to 
estimate RA- specific disease activity (i.e., number of painful 
joints, overall pain severity), and the structured 60-joint count 
was also completed before and after PSD by the RA clinicians.

Data Analyses
Data were analyzed using SAS version 9.13 for Windows 

(SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). Differences between the pa-
tients with RA and the control patients in demographic and 
clinical variables were tested by t-tests and chi-square tests. To 
determine the effects of PSD on mood symptoms and self-re-
ported measures of pain in the patients with RA compared with 
control subjects, repeated- measures mixed-model analyses of 
variance (ANOVAs) were performed using a 2 (group: RA, con-
trol) × condition (baseline, PSD) × 5 (time: 08:00, 12:00, 16:00, 

tology with assessment of both clinician-rated joint counts as 
well as subjective reports of pain using visual analog scales 
before and after PSD.15 Finally, given evidence that mood 
symptoms such as fatigue, depression, and anxiety often co-
occur with sleep disturbance and pain in RA patients,16 and that 
changes in mood symptoms might contribute to self-reported 
pain after sleep disturbance, the effect of sleep disturbance on 
mood symptoms and the contribution of these symptoms to 
pain perceptions in patients with RA in comparison with con-
trol subjects was also examined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design Overview
This experimental study evaluated the effects of early night 

PSD (awake 23:00 to 03:00 hr) on self-reported measures of 
mood symptoms and pain between groups of patients with RA 
and control subjects, and on self-reported arthritis-specific and 
clinician-rated measures of joint pain in patients with RA. Par-
ticipants were recruited through newspaper advertisements that 
stated the aim of the study as evaluating “sleep in rheumatoid 
arthritis patients [or healthy volunteers].” No additional infor-
mation about the study hypothesis or about evaluation of pain 
perception was provided. Hence, par ticipants were blinded to 
the study objectives and outcomes for self-rated measures of 
mood symptoms and pain perception.

Setting and Participants
Following approval by the UCLA Institutional Review 

Board, the study was conducted at the UCLA General Clini-
cal Research Center (GCRC). The subjects included 27 patients 
with RA and 27 volunteer comparison control subjects. After 
a telephone screening, prospective patients with RA were re-
ferred to the UCLA Division of Rheumatology where study 
rheumatologists (JDF, VKR) confirmed the diagnosis of RA by 
conducting diagnostic evaluations that included review of med-
ical records, completion of a medical history, and assessment 
of tender and swollen joints and disease activity.15 A structured 
comprehensive joint count assessment was completed with 
scoring of the number of joints that were tender and/or swol-
len. Sixty joints were evaluated on a scale from 0 (none) to 3 
(severe) to indicate the extent of pain and swelling.

Eligible patients with RA were age 18 yr or older; met the 
1987 American College of Rheumatology revised criteria for 
RA; were stable on a disease-modifying drug regimen for 3 
mo prior to study entry; had a stable disease course for 3 mo; 
and did not have serious co-morbid medical conditions such 
as diabetes, congestive heart failure, renal failure, or cancer. 
Use of the following types of medication in the previous 2 mo 
was obtained for each patient with RA: analgesics/nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs); biologic agents; and dis-
ease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs). Comparison 
control subjects also underwent a medical interview and physi-
cal examination by a staff physician; none had a history of an 
inflammatory disorder, cancer, or chronic or active infections. 
All participants had reference range results from screening lab-
oratory tests (complete white blood cell count, metabolic panel) 
and for women a negative pregnancy test. Two-week sleep dia-
ries confirmed that participants regularly slept between 22:30 
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patients with RA showed higher levels of depression immediate-
ly before (23:00 hr) and after PSD (08:00 hr) as compared with 
control subjects (P < 0.05) (Figure 1B). Finally, for self-reported 
anxiety, there were main effects for group (F(1,51.43) = 7.45, 
P < 0.01) and time (F(4,439.88) = 3.32, P < 0.02), with a group 
× condition × time interaction (F(4,439.87) = 2.62, P < 0.04), 
in which patients with RA showed higher levels of anxiety im-
mediately before (23:00 hr) and after PSD (8:00, 12:00, 16:00) 
as compared with control subjects (P < 0.05) (Figure 1C).

Self-reported pain responses to PSD
For self-reported pain as indexed by the MPQ, patients with 

RA also showed an exaggerated response as compared with con-
trol subjects (Figure 2). There was an overall significant group 
effect (F(1,50.0) = 37.95, P < 0.001) with the RA group reporting 
more pain than the control group. There was an overall condi-
tion effect (F(1,426.6) = 13.66, P < 0.001), a marginal time effect 
(F(4,426.36) = 2.11, P = 0.06), and a significant group × condi-
tion × time interaction (F(4,426.4) = 3.04, P < 0.02). Specific 
comparisons demonstrated significant (P < 0.01) time effects for 
both groups at 08:00 immediately after PSD, with patients with 
RA having greater (P < 0.01) self-reported pain at 08:00 immedi-
ately after PSD in comparison with control subjects.

Given the differential changes of fatigue, depression, and 
anxiety in response to PSD between the RA and control groups, 
as well as evidence that these mood symptoms are associ-
ated with RA pain,16 we examined whether variations in self-
reported mood were explanatory to changes in pain between 
the 2 groups. Using time-varying covariates, there were main 
effects for fatigue (F(1,464.78) = 10.07, P < 0.005) and depres-
sion (F(1,466.61) = 18.00, P < 0.001), but not anxiety. When all 
3 covariates were used, the results for self-reported pain were 
largely maintained with a group × condition × time interaction 
(F(4,417.58) = 2.26, P < 0.06) compared with the original result 
(F(4,426.4) = 3.04, P < 0.02). Additional exploratory analyses 
tested whether these mood measures predicted pain values us-
ing within-time and lagged correlations; none of these corre-
lations were significant (P > 0.1). Partial correlation analyses 
also failed to support the exploratory hypothesis that antecedent 
mood measures predicted subsequent pain.

20:00, 23:00 hr) design. To determine the effects of PSD on 
RA-related joint pain, repeated-measures mixed-model ANO-
VAs were performed using a condition × time design. Mixed 
models allows for all available data to be used during estima-
tion without the deletion of valid data; the amount of missing 
data, however, was minimal (< 4%).

RESULTS

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
Table 1 displays the demographic and clinical characteris-

tics of the RA and control groups. The 2 groups were similar 
in terms of age, sex, education, income, employment status, 
marital status, and body mass index. There was a trend for 
the RA group to have more non-white subjects, although this 
difference was not significant. Patients with RA reported sig-
nificantly greater sleep disturbance in comparison with con-
trol subjects, with mean PSQI scores indicating clinical sleep 
impairment. Patients with RA reported treatment with a com-
bination of biologic agents, DMARDs, and NSAIDs to man-
age their symptoms. DMARDs were the most commonly used 
medication (55.6%), with the use of biologic agents (48.1%), 
steroids (14.8%), and NSAIDs (3.7%) also reported. Among 
the patients with RA, covarying for the use of these various 
medications as a block on all disease-specific outcomes did not 
alter the results.

Mood responses to PSD
PSD induced differential increases in self-reported fatigue, 

depression, and anxiety in the patients with RA in comparison 
with the control subjects. For fatigue, there were significant 
main effects for group (F(1,51.15) = 9.05, P < 0.005), condition 
(F(1,440.81) = 73.25, P < 0.001), and time (F(4,440.44) = 7.01, 
P < 0.001), with a trend for a group × condition interaction 
(F(1,440.81) = 2.96, P < 0.09) in which patients with RA report-
ing greater increases of fatigue after PSD than control subjects 
(Figure 1A). Likewise for self-reported depression, there were 
significant main effects for group (F(1,51.23) = 3.93, P = 0.05) 
and time (F(4,440.55) = 3.51, P < 0.01), but not condition, with a 
group × time interaction (F(4,440.55) = 2.65, P < 0.04) in which 

Table 1—Demographic and clinical characteristics of comparison control patients and those with rheumatoid arthritis

Variables

Comparison control
(n = 27)

Rheumatoid arthritis
(n = 27)

Mean SD Mean SD t P
Age (yr) 60.4 10.2 59.9 11.1 0.19 0.85
Educational level (yr) 16.1 3.1 15.1 5.1 1.17 0.25
Income ($k/yr) 66.1 51.6 64.5 48.9 0.13 0.90
BMI 25.4 5.0 27.2 4.6 1.31 0.20
PSQI 2.4 2.0 7.6 3.8 6.18 < 0.001

N % N % χ2 P
Sex (female) 21 79 24 89 1.2 0.28
Minority (non-Euro-American) 9 33 16 59 3.7 0.06
Marital status (married/partner) 13 48 12 44 0.1 0.79
Employment status (employed) 13 48  8 30 1.9 0.16

BMI, body mass index; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; SD, standard deviation.
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Baseline differences in PSQI scores were found between 
the 2 groups. Hence, differential change in self-reported pain 
was examined with PSQI scores included as a main effect 
covariate and as a component of a competing higher-order 
interaction term with condition and time. Whereas there was 
a main covariate effect of PSQI scores on self-reported pain 
(F(1,47.95) = 6.39, P < 0.02), inclusion of PSQI did not elimi-
nate the main group effect (F(1,47.91) = 12.98, P < 0.005) nor 
the group × condition × time interaction (F(1,430.84) = 2.65, 
P < 0.04) for self-reported pain.

Given our findings that sleep loss increased pain percep-
tions, and that pain is associated with sleep disturbance (e.g., 
sleep fragmentation), we explored whether sleep fragmentation 
occurred in patients with RA versus control patients by obtain-
ing polysomnographic measures of sleep continuity at baseline 
and during the sleep interval after PSD immediately prior to the 
morning assessment of pain responses. At baseline, patients with 
RA showed greater amounts of wake after sleep onset and poorer 
sleep efficiency at baseline in comparison with control patients 
(Table 2). However, in the immediate sleep interval after PSD, 
these 2 objective markers of sleep fragmentation were similar in 
the 2 groups. Measures of total sleep time and sleep latency were 
similar in the 2 groups before and after PSD (Table 2).

RA-specific self-reported and objective pain responses to PSD
PSD also induced increases in RA-specific disease activity as 

indexed by joint pain severity and self-reported number of painful 
joints as measured in the patients with RA only. For overall RA-
related joint pain severity (Figure 3), there was both a significant 
effect for condition (F(1,214.03) = 8.84, P < 0.005) and a signifi-
cant overall time effect (F(4,214.04) = 7.69, P < 0.001), but no 
condition × time interaction. Specific comparisons demonstrated 
that pain severity at 08:00 immediately after PSD was significant-
ly greater than all other time points (F(1,17) = 5.63, P < 0.03). 
Likewise, for self-reported number of painful joints, there was a 
significant time effect (F(2.5,58.3) = 4.09, P < 0.02) and a nonsig-
nificant trend for a condition × time interaction (F(3.4,58.3) = 2.50, 
P < 0.07), in which joint pain at 08:00 immediately after PSD was 
significantly greater than all other time points (F(1,17) = 4.79, 
P < 0.05) (Figure 4). Finally, for clinician-rated joint counts (Fig-
ure 5), planned comparisons showed increases in the morning 
after PSD as compared to baseline (t(15) = 2.07, P < 0.03) and 
recovery mornings (t(9) = 1.96, P < 0.04).

DISCUSSION
This study provides the first evidence of an exaggerated in-

crease in symptoms of pain in patients with RA compared with 
control subjects after sleep loss. In the morning after PSD, self-
reported pain symptoms were elevated in RA patients in com-
parison with control subjects. In addition, sleep loss activated 
RA-related joint pain as indicated by increases in the number 
of painful joints and the severity of associated joint pain. More-
over, clinician-rated painful and tender joints increased after 
this modest sleep loss in patients with RA. Finally, given that 
objective measures of sleep fragmentation were similar in the 
2 groups during the sleep interval immediately after PSD, it 
appears that sleep loss, as opposed to sleep fragmentation, has 
a unique role in the differential induction of pain symptoms in 
patients with RA versus control subjects.

Figure 1—Effects of partial night sleep deprivation on self-reported 
fatigue (A), depressed mood (B), and anxiety (C) as indexed by the 
Profile of Mood States (POMS) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis and 
control patients. The shaded area represents the sleep interval during 
the night, whereas the hatched area represents the sleep deprivation 
interval. Mean ± SEM (error bars).
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decline in these patients.2,23-26 In addition, sleep disturbance is 
associated with an overnight increase in tenderness in the pe-
ripheral joints in patients with RA who are experiencing an acute 
flareup of symptoms.27 Hence, in the midst of recurrent nights 
of sleep loss, it is possible that repeated, transient elevations 
of RA-specific joint pain might lead to an exacerbation of RA 
symptomatology. Together these data support future efforts to 
prevent and treat sleep disturbance (e.g., improving sleep dura-
tion) in patients with RA as a means of potentially reducing pain. 
Indeed, cognitive behavioral treatment (CBT) for insomnia has 
been found to be as effective as sedative hypnotic medications 
in the short- and long-term management of clinical insomnia,28,29 
and there is some evidence that either CBT or pharmacothera-
py for insomnia improves sleep and pain symptoms in various 
chronic pain populations.24,30-33 One trial reported improvements 
in sleep and morning stiffness with pharmacotherapy for insom-
nia (i.e., triazolam) in patients with RA.33

Consistent with prior experimental findings in healthy volun-
teers, PSD also led to a modest increase in self-reported pain. One 
small study had previously found that PSD induced hyperalgesia 

Prior studies have found that mood symptoms including fa-
tigue, depression, and anxiety are prominent in patients with 
RA.16 The current study confirms these observations and fur-
ther demonstrates that sleep loss is associated with exagger-
ated increases of these mood symptoms, which is due either 
to the direct effects of sleep loss (e.g., fatigue) or to indirect 
effects related to the anticipation of sleep loss (e.g., anxiety) 
in patients with RA in comparison with control subjects. Im-
portantly, whereas cross-sectional and longitudinal naturalistic 
studies report associations between symptoms of mood, sleep 
disturbance, and pain in patients with RA,16,23 the current find-
ings indicate that the effect of sleep loss on pain symptoms is 
independent of changes in mood symptoms. Increases of mood 
symptoms in response to sleep loss do not appear to mediate 
increases in self-reported pain responses.

Although increases of self-reported pain were short-lasting, 
transient increases in symptoms of pain after sleep loss have im-
plications of increased disease activity in patients with RA, as 
cross-sectional and prospective data suggest that sleep distur-
bance is a risk factor for the exacerbation of pain and functional 

Table 2—Polysomnographic measures of sleep continuity at baseline and during the sleep interval after early night partial sleep deprivation in patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis and control patients

Baseline night PSD sleep interval
Comparison 

control
Rheumatoid 

arthritis
Comparison 

control
Rheumatoid 

arthritis
Mean SD Mean SD t P Mean SD Mean SD t P

Total sleep time(min) 392 33 378 34 1.50 0.14 202 35 199 28 0.35 0.73
Sleep latency (min) 25.2 22.9 25.1 18 0.01 0.99 8.6 8.4 16.8 24.3 -1.65 0.11
Wake after sleep onset (min) 53.7 30.1 73.3 32.3 -2.24 0.03 26.4 33.3 24.4 18.7 0.26 0.80
Sleep efficiency (%) 88.0 6.6 83.8 7.0 2.20 0.04 88.4 14.4 89.1 7.9 -0.22 0.83

PSD, partial night sleep deprivation; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 2—Effects of partial night sleep deprivation on self-reported pain 
as indexed by the McGill Pain Summary in patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis and control patients. The shaded area represents the sleep 
interval during the night, whereas the hatched area represents the sleep 
deprivation interval. Mean ± SEM (error bars).
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Figure 3—Effects of partial night sleep deprivation on self-reported 
joint pain severity in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. The shaded area 
represents the sleep interval during the night, whereas the hatched area 
represents the sleep deprivation interval. Mean ± SEM (error bars).
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loss. Haack et al.42 have found that prolonged partial sleep re-
striction elevated circulating levels of IL-6 in association with 
pain ratings in healthy volunteers.42

Interpretation of these fi ndings requires consideration of sev-
eral limitations. First, the experimental sleep deprivation used in 
this study, like all other sleep deprivation studies that target sleep 
continuity or duration, was single blinded. Hence, it is possible 
that the observed effects might be partially attributable to sub-
ject expectancies. However, it is unlikely that expectancy effects 
contributed to differences in response between the 2 groups, who 
were given similar information about the study. Moreover, such 
bias would not likely have contributed to the changes in objec-
tive, clinician-rated joint counts; the clinician(s) were blinded to 
the experimental condition. Second, the study relied on reports 
of spontaneous pain and/or RA-related joint pain by self-report 
and clinician ratings. Laboratory assessments of pain such as 
mechanical or thermal pain sensitivity are not used in studies of 
RA. Rather, the assessments used here followed clinical guide-
lines for the evaluation of joint pain in patients with RA, with 
implications for disease activity in this patient population. Third, 
the sample population was composed mainly of female subjects 
consistent with the increased prevalence of RA in females. 
Hence, conclusions about the generalizability of these fi ndings 
to males cannot be made. Finally, it should also be noted that 
although an attempt was made to control for baseline differenc-
es in PSQI scores, the combination of modest sample size, and 
limited power for testing interactions with continuous variables, 
this variable may be more important than the current results sug-
gest. Indeed, additional analyses are under way to examine the 
associations between subjective and objective measures sleep 
disturbance and pain in patients with RA, and to test whether 
differences in homeostatic regulation of sleep, as we found in 
alcohol-dependent populations,42 contribute to exaggerated pain 
responses after PSD in patients with RA.

This study addresses two major clinical issues in RA patients: 
sleep disturbance and joint pain. Although it is widely thought 
that sleep disturbance is a consequence of joint pain in patients 
with RA, these experimental observations support an alternative 
hypothesis that sleep loss leads to increases in joint pain in pa-
tients with RA. This profi le of sleep loss during part of the night, 

in healthy volunteers.12 However, Smith et al.14 reported that only 
sleep fragmentation, not restriction of sleep duration, was associ-
ated with increases in spontaneous pain in healthy women, a fi nd-
ing that contrasts with our observations that differential increases 
in pain perceptions in the patients with RA versus control sub-
jects are associated with sleep loss but not sleep fragmentation. 
Yet, when PSD is repeated for several nights (i.e, 12 nights at 4 hr 
of sleep per night) or the duration of sleep loss is prolonged (i.e., 
1 or 2 nights), there is evidence of hyperalgesia,8,11,13 although 
not all studies have found that total sleep deprivation alters pain 
sensitivity.34 These varying fi ndings, taken together with our ob-
servations in patients with RA, suggest that activation of pain 
can occur after sleep loss but this response is heterogeneous and/
or more likely in certain populations, possibly due, for example, 
to a heightened signaling of the neurobiologic mechanisms (e.g., 
infl ammation) that contribute to pain.

RA is characterized as an infl ammatory disorder with evi-
dence of activation of infl ammatory signaling (i.e., activation of 
nuclear factor-κB, NF-κB) as well as increases in the localized, 
cellular, and systemic expression of infl ammatory cytokines such 
as interleukin-6 (IL-6).35 Additionally, we have found that PSD 
induces increases in NF-κB signaling,36 which leads to the cel-
lular and genomic expression of infl ammatory markers,37 which 
is exaggerated in women.36-38 Other data show sex differences in 
sympathetic nervous system upregulation of IL-6 production,39

and we have found that PSD induces increases in sympathetic 
activity.40 Hence, it is possible that sleep loss-induced increases 
in proinfl ammatory cytokine activity contribute to pain respons-
es after sleep loss, as animal studies have shown that exogenous 
doses of IL-6 or infl ammatory challenges (e.g., endotoxin) in-
duce states of hyperalgesia, in which increases in infl ammation 
are thought to be linked to the development of chronic pain.41

Future studies are under way to understand whether differences 
in infl ammatory signaling drive the exaggerated pain profi le in 
patients with RA versus controls patients after following sleep 

Figure 4—Effects of partial night sleep deprivation on self-reported 
number of painful joints in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. The shaded 
area represents the sleep interval during the night, whereas the hatched 
area represents the sleep deprivation interval. Mean ± SEM (error bars).
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fects of triazolam on sleep, daytime sleepiness, and morning stiffness in 
patients with rheumatoid arthritis. J Rheumatol 1996;23:245-52.

34. Drewes AM, Rossel P, Arendt-Nielsen L, et al. Sleepiness does not mod-
ulate experimental joint pain in healthy volunteers. Scand J Rheumatol 
1997;26:399-400.

35. Feldmann M, Maini RN. Anti-TNF alpha therapy of rheumatoid arthritis: 
what have we learned? Annu Rev Immunol 2001;19:163-96.

36. Irwin MR, Wang M, Ribeiro D, et al. Sleep loss activates cellular inflam-
matory signaling. Biol Psychiatry 2008;64:538-40.

37. Irwin MR, Wang M, Campomayor CO, Collado-Hidalgo A, Cole S. Sleep 
deprivation and activation of morning levels of cellular and genomic 
markers of inflammation. Arch Intern Med 2006;166:1756-62.

38. Irwin MR, Carrillo C, Olmstead R. Sleep loss activates cellular markers 
of inflammation: sex differences. Brain Behav Immun 2010;24:54-7.

39. O’Connor MF, Motivala SJ, Valladares EM, Olmstead R, Irwin MR. Sex 
differences in monocyte expression of IL-6: role of autonomic mecha-
nisms. Am J Physiol Reg Integc Comp Physiol 2007;293:R145-51.

40. Irwin M, Thompson J, Miller C, Gillin JC, Ziegler M. Effects of sleep and 
sleep deprivation on catecholamine and interleukin-2 levels in humans: 
clinical implications. J Clin Endocrinol Metab 1999;84:1979-85.

41. Watkins LR, Maier SF. The pain of being sick: implications of immune-
to-brain communication for understanding pain. Annu Rev Psychol 
2000;51:29-57.

42. Haack M, Sanchez E, Mullington JM. Elevated inflammatory markers in 
response to prolonged sleep restriction are associated with increased pain 
experience in healthy volunteers. Sleep 2007;30:1145-52.

ubiquitous in those with RA as well as other patients with chron-
ic pain, may result in a vicious cycle in which sleep disturbance 
activates clinical symptoms of pain, which then contributes to 
further sleep loss. Importantly, these findings have the potential 
to redirect the clinical management of pain in patients with RA 
to include an increased focus on sleep and the prevention and 
treatment of sleep disturbance in this clinical population.
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